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AAUP votes for bargaining power Pettit says environmental
The local chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) voted yesterday to lobby ac
tively for HB 1032, collective
bargaining legislation.
The action puts the chapter in line
with the position of the state AAUP
and the University chapter of the
American Federation of Teachers.
John Van de Wetering, history
department chairman and state
AAUP president, said, “ I’ve been
very, very impressed with the
strength of the desire around the
state to push forenabling legislation,
(for collective bargaining)."
The AAUP also voted to send a com
mittee to meet with the Board of
Regents to negotiate for regents’
support of the bill.
George Heliker, economics profes
sor, said, “ It's fairly certain that the
bill that comes out of the legislature

will not be the same as the one we
sent in."
James Talbot, geology department
chairman and local AAUP president,
said it is naive to think the Board of
Regents would favor collective
bargaining.
HB 1032 provides for:
• A two-stage election procedure
which would decide If It wanted to
bargain collectively and who its
bargaining agent would be.
• Individual bargaining units for
each unit of the university system.

• Remedies against unfair labor
practices.
• Three additional members of the
State Board of Personnel Appeals
who would sit when the board hears
cases involving colleges or
universities. The additional ap
pointees would be familiar with the
operations of colleges and
universities.
The bill covers teaching staff,
librarians, counselors, researchers,
chairmen, deans and anyone else
who is not working toward a degree.

• The representation of the state by
university presidents and the Board
of Regents or thelragents. Contracts
would be subject to the approval of
the legislature.

education bill not needed
the superintendent of public
education and the commissioner of
higher education prepare reports on
progress of a master plan to im
plement environmental education in
the schools. The commissioner and
superintendent would also supervise
implementation of the plan.

Montana Kaimin Legislative Bureau

Helena
Testifying on a bill to implement en
vironmental education in elemen
tary, secondary and post-secondary
schools, Larry Pettit, the com
missioner of higher education told
the House Education Committee
yesterday the “objectives are unas
sailable," but the bill is not needed.

The problem with the bill is the cost,
.Bradley said, which she estimated to
be about $106,000. She said she
thought much of the cost could be
bypassed using volunteer help and
available federal funds.

Rep. Dorothy Bradley, D-Bozeman,
in introducing HB 844, said it would
replace an old law dictating
conservation education by having
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• Faculty rights.
• M e diation
procedures.
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Hepatitis incidence increases
Infectious Hepatitis, on the rise in
Missoula County last month, has not
been afflicting UM students more
than normal, the Health Service
reported yesterday.
Dr. Kit Johnson, director of the
County Health Department, an
nounced that incidence of hepatitis
increased 100 per cent last month.
Six cases were reported during
January.
Dr. Robert Curry, director of the
Student Health Service, said the
disease is so devastating that even a
small increase causes concern. .
There have been four cases of
hepatitis diagnosed at the Health
Service since September. One case

was the direct result of injecting a
solution with a dirty syringe, Dr.
Curry said.
The three other cases could not be
tied to any specific cause.
Last quarter, the Health Service dis
couraged a group of students from
visiting the State prison in Deer
Lodge because of the high incidence
of hepatitis there.
Curry said preventative measures
against hepatitis were primarily good
health habits. But he added “lay off
the booze, because it really knocks
your liver and even causes
pathologic changes in it." Hepatitis
attacks the liver and alcohol lowers
the organ’s resistance.

STUDYING FOR MIDTERMS can do strange things to your mind. At least, that appears to be the case for Rob Durkin,
junior in drama. (Montana Kaimin photo by Joe Stark)

UM officials work for parking fine law
Montana Kaimin Legislative Bureau

Helena
University administrations must
have the power to withhold student
documents until campus parking
violations fines are paid, George Mit
chell, University of Montana ad
ministrative vice president said
yesterday.
Mitchell told Senate Judiciary Com
mittee members that a $1 fine is not
deterrent enough to parking
violations. Students, he said, play
"Russian roulette" by accumulating
up to nine tickets, knowing it is
cheaper to do that than purchase a
$9 registration decal. Withholding
documents would force them to pay,
he said.

The committee was considering SB
712, sponsored “on request" by Mis
soula Republican Sens. Fred Carl
and Harry Northey. The measure, if
approved, would allow university of
ficials to withhold "grade reports,
registration packets, or transcripts
until traffic fines are paid.

A Montana State University official
said since the administration was
forbidden to withhold student
documents, the number of parking
tickets on the Bozeman campus have
doubled.
"Students come in and pay it and
laugh,” Martin Whalen, director of
the MSU physical plant, said.

A student lobbyist told senators he
believes the practice would be “dis
criminatory, extralegal and likely
illegal." Tom Behan, representing
university students in Bozeman and
Missoula, said off-campus traffic
violators do not have documents
withheld.

Whalen proposed to the senators
that the present $1 limit on fines be
replaced by an amount determined
by the Board of Regents. He
presented a petition from the MSU
student .senate supporting his
amendment proposal.

Carl said the bill is aimed at a “small
minority who flout the laws."

The committee took no action on the
bill or the amendment.

Professor denied promotion,
sues state, regents, Heywood
An assistant professor at Eastern
Montana College who claims to have
been denied a promotion to as
sociate professor three times has
brought a $92,553 suit against the
State of Montana, the Board of
Regents and EMC President Stanley
Heywood, according to The Retort,
student newspaper at EMC.
Beal Mossman, assistant professor
of psychology, “ has achieved the re
quisite number of hours beyond his
masters degree to qualify him for a
promotion under the bylaws of the
Rank and Tenure Committee, but
has been denied a promotion," the
article said.

Mossman claims losses of $3,233 in
salary, $15,610 in retirement pay,
$38,710 in future earnings, and
$35,000 in loss of job security.
Mossman said the denial of his re
quest for a hearing before the Board
of Regents was arbitrary and a
violation of his constitutional rights.
Neither Ted James, chairman of the
‘ Board of Regents, nor Larry Pettit,
commissioner of higher education,
would comment on the case
yesterday.
"I don’t think it would be appropriate
for me to comment while the case is
still pending,” Pettit said in a
telephone interview.

Landlord-tenant bill gives tenants power, Christian says
Montana Kaimin Legislative Bureau
Helena
A representative of Montana realtors
yesterday called a proposed lan
dlord-tenant law a “socialistic Big
Brother policy" that would "place un
dreamed police powers in the hands
of tenants.”
Cliff Christian, lobbyist for the Mon
tana Realtors Association, told the
Senate Judiciary Committee that the
landlord-tenant law introduced by
Sen. Luke. McKeon, D-Anaconda,
would "destroy the incentive for buy
ing property."
About 70 persons—mostly low-in
come—heard Christian and six other
speakers testify on SB 643. SB 643,
or the Uniform Residential Landlord
and Tenant Act would:
• Limit the amount a landlord can re
quire for a security deposit.

• Require landlords to maintain
housing in "good and safe working
order and condition” and provide
remedies for breach of contract.
• Give the tenant the right to
terminate a contract, and make
necessary repairs to the dwelling and
deduct the cost from rent or seek
help from the courts.
• Allow landlords to terminate rental
agreements, charge to the tenant
costs for repairing damage other
than normal wear on the property or
take legal action if the tenant does
not meet the provisions of the law.
A Bozeman lawyer told the com
mittee that a state study shows Mon
tana is on the verge of a housing
crisis. The study, conducted by the
Economic and Planning Division,
also indicates there are many more

rental units that are in poor conditipn
than owned units, the lawyer, Greg
Morgan said.
Low-income renters can seldom ob
tain recourse through the courts for
inadequate housing, he added,
because they are looked down upon
as “second-class citizens,” while lan
dlords are considered "solid
citizens."
M organ, who said he has
represented both landlords and
tenants in his work, said some lan
dlords keep a security deposit but
neglect to repair a dwelling after the
renter moves out. Nevertheless, the
landlord will take tax deductions for
damage to the dwelling, he said. This
practice occurs mostly in college
towns, he said.
Harold Slye, a landlord from Warm
Springs, also testified in favor of the

measure with a group of proponents
assembled by Tom Behan, lobbyist
for the associated students at the
University of Montana and Montana
State University.
Christian presented a long tes
timony. With a majority of votes, and
"thanks to God and man we may
once again see a return to free
choice" and defeat of the bill, he said.
He called it “punitive and con
fiscatory” legislation, and asked
"Why should property owners pay
for mistakes of tenants?" Under the
terms of the act, he claimed lan
dlords would be forced to agree to
contractual terms set by the tenant.
He testified further that renters
would have legal refuge because of
ignorance of the law.
Property owners, he said, should be

able to set health and safety stan
dards. If they do not, the market
place will “punish” them when
persons refuse to rent, he said. In ad
dition, building codes change so
often that property owners should
not be forced to make constant im
provements, Christian told the com
mittee.
The legislative director for the
National Commission for Uniform
State Laws also appeared. The com
mission drafted the Uniform Lan
dlord and Tenant Act.
The commission's representative,
John McCabe, said the law was “rid
ing on a wave of a trend" across the
country. Several other states have
considered or adopted landlordtenant laws, he said.
The committee did not act on the bill.

A w hat in every pot?
Digestion accompanied by a large belch—thus ends the saga of
the 186th State of the Union Message as presented by President
Richard Nixon Wednesday night. What else can be said about a
speech that said nothing?
The message touched all the emotional bases, from war and
peace (?) to George Washington and LBJ, and it offered promises
of promises instead of explanations and solutions.
Nixon said it was possible his administration could, in 1974: break
the back of the energy crisis: take another giant step toward las
ting world peace (?); check the rise of prices; establish a new
system o f high quality health care; provide a breakthrough for
better transportation; improve education; prepare for a "historic
beginning” for the fight to protect personal privacy; provide a new
start for reform of the welfare system, and establish an economic
framework within which Americans will share more fully in expan
ding world-wide trade.
What a list. There was something for everyone. He was careful to
not offend, and he was equally careful to avoid explaining how his
administration will perform these miracles.
He also spoke of law and order, but the once-great rallying cry has
been tarnished by scandal. He spoke of the “ so called Watergate
affair" but said nothing new. He did, however, receive the
understatement of the year award when he said “ One year of
Watergate is enough."
Some observers called the speech the most important of Nixon's
political career, and the impact the message had will most
certainly foretell his future. But whatever happens, it was plain to
see Nixon no longer commands the great respect he once took for
granted. The scandals surrounding his administration have taken
their toll.
The speech, in many respects, was pathetic to watch—the only
bright spots were the commercials. Coverage on CBS was spon
sored by Renuzit A ir Freshener and Bufferin. Under the
circumstances the products were quite appropriate.
Bill Owen

comment
Steve Owens refutes facts in railroad editorial
Editor: Bob Gibson’s editorial in Wednesday’s Montana
Kaimin, “ I hear that train a cornin’ ” represents an Inac
curate, and in some respects, premature, commentary on
a serious situation which can do well without such
comments. I would like to set the record straight on
several items Gibson mentioned, and provide some
necessary background information.
The Kaimin has, for several years now, been suggesting
that the Milwaukee Railroad has been opposing the
construction of the pedestrian underpass under the
Milwaukee tracks near the Van Buren Bridge. In fact the
Milwaukee made the original pedestrian safety proposal,
an overpass, and this evolved into the underpass project.
The railroad expressed concern because it was, and is,
responsible for any injuries caused by its trains, even
though persons crossing the tracks are trespassing. In
1956 the Milwaukee had contributed to the construction
of the Madison Street Bridge, on the condition that the
Van Buren Bridge would be abandoned and removed by
Missoula County, which is responsible for all bridges.
This has never been completed.
Gibson displayed noteworthy prophetic powers with his
statement that “The Railroad refused to withdraw its re
quest," which he wrote Tuesday, the same day the letter
from city requesting the withdrawal was sent to the
Railroad. This is related to his remark that the Railroad
"is trying to shove a building permit through the Missoula
City Council,” which is wrong on two counts. The City
Building Inspector grants building permits, not the City
Council; and the Railroad has not really been trying to
“shove” anything.
Gibson was also wrong with his comment that the build
ing permit controversy and/or the two proposed
buildings might be used by the Railroad to delay or
prevent construction of the underpass. Wednesday

Admittedly, there Is considerable reason for concern
about the effect of the two proposed buildings on the
park and bikeway development and the expansion of the
University toward the river. Apparently certain Railroad
officials were not aware of these concerns when the
permit application was made. However, after being as
sociated in some way with the underpass project for two
years, I can see no reason for Gibson’s fear that the
Milwaukee may use the permit application problem to
delay the underpass or the park, ndr can I see any reason
for such a speculative and inaccurate editorial.
Steve Owens
Senior, History/Political Science

Editor's note: Owens' statement that the railroad is res
ponsible lor injuries caused by its trains is ialse. The dis
trict adjuster for the Milwaukee Railroad informed us that
the railroad “can take no responsibility" lor persons tres
passing on railroad land. The editorial was written after
the city council was informed that the railroad’s regional
representative in Deer Lodge had refused to withdraw the
permit. That decision stands unless it is overturned in
Seattle. Statements made in the editorial about delaying
or postponing the bikeway and park were merely ques
tions that have been raised. They were not statements of
fact.

letters
Simple promotional trickery

‘The Blowout ’

Editor: The Student Health Service has proposed a
program that would make Blue Cross insurance man
datory for students unless they sign a waiver stating that
it is not wanted. The flaw in this proposal is that you pay
,for the insurance qo^fhen sign fp r:the waiver which
means you wait to get your money back in the maif.~
Although I think that the Blue Cross is a good program for
those who need it, the proposed program involves a mass
of beaucratic red tape for those students who don’t need
or want the program. Simply, one should be able to
decide, then pay, not pay and then decide. Its like giving a
car salesman $3000, then telling him you don’t want the
car, and waiting for the refund.

Editor ‘‘Can’t.you see it? There he is, bellied down in the
gulley, watching what is going on. He sees the kids play
ing with the money, tearing it up, the women using it to
fire up some dried buffalo chips to cook on, the men light
ing their pipes with green frog skins, byt mostly all those
Jaeautfftil dollar' bills floating away with the dust in d the’
wind? It's this sight that dPovdthe pobr soldier crazy.-He's
clutching his head, hollering, ’Goddam, Jesus Christ
Almighty, look at them dumb, stupid, red sons of bitches
wasting all that dough!’ He watches till he can’t stand it
any longer, and then he blows his brains out with a sixshooter.” —Lame Deer Seeker of Visions

The Student Health Service claims that this is the most
feasible way to make students aware of their health
needs. I beg to differ that other means of promoting a
program would not be as effective. Everyday group
health insurance plans are promoted, sold, and achieve
success without undermining its policy holders by sim
ple promotional trickery. I hope the Student Health
Service comes to its senses and finds a way tp promote
full health coverage for those students who are without it.
But it should be a more conventional and workable
promotional campaign.

‘Ditty’ contest proposed
Editor: How about a "Joe Morris ditty contest?” Prize:
one-way ticket to Belt via covered wagon.
My dear open-minded Joe Morris,
There’s a reason you tend to abhor us,
For your blind eyes can see none
Of the good that we’ve done
For to you we’re no more than just whores-us.
Diane Wilcoxson
Senior, Sociology

R. B. Thain
Sophomore, English

montona KRimm
Editor...........................— ________ ___ _________ .-.__________ B ill Owen
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afternoon I was assured by City Engineer Tom Crowley
that the buildings should in no way interfere with the
construction of the underpass, that the contract had been
signed, and that the underpass materials should be
ordered next week. There have been some delays in this
project, mostly with funding. Some of the fault lies with
the city, but much of it can be traced to the federal agen
cies. The railroad has only reviewed the plans and
recommended some changes.

Advisor.........................
Published every Tuesday. Wednesday. Thursday and Friday of the school year
by the Associated Students of the University of Montana. The School of
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representation by National Educational Advertising Service. Inc., 360 Lexington
Ave.,-New York, N.Y., 10017. Entered as Second class material at Missoula. Mon
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All material copyright * 1974 by the Montana Kaimin.

Applications for the positions of Montana Kaimin editor
and business manager are now being accepted by
Publications Board. Applications, in letter form, must be
turned in to the ASUM secretary by 5 p.m. today.

ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS

“The best beloved things in Mj
sight is justice; turn not awa)
therefrom if thou desirest Me.’
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Looking in
By Steve Shirley

M E R R Y -G O -R O U N D

Montana Kaimin Legislative Bureau

Last week the House attempted to clarify a portion of the Montana Dangerous
Drug Act. One attempt included a motion by Majority Whip John Hall to
amend the act to place the person who receives or buys marijuana or other
drugs in the same category as a pusher—that is, susceptible to a prison
sentence of one year to life. Hall, who was ordered last week by the Montana
Supreme Court to cease his law practice for alleged illegal activities, wanted a
person who “ buys or knowingly receives by barter exchange or gifts; or offers
to buy or receive by barter, exchange or gift” to be equivalent to the seller in
the eyes of the law. (How do you know when one offers to buy—tap all phones
across the state?) Fortunately the amendment failed.

House Ways and Means Chairman Wilbur Mills, probably
the most powerful member of Congress, has offered to
introduce legislation granting President Nixon immunity
from prosecution if he will resign. Here’s the story behind
this extraordinary offer:
Mills is conducting the investigation into President Nix
on’s tax returns. This was requested by the President
himself to determine whether he owes more taxes. The
central controversy is over the $576,000 tax deduction he
claimed for giving his vice presidential papers to the
government.

Saturday the bill was passed to the Senate. It defined sale as barter, exchange
or gift; or an offer to barter, exchange or give away drugs. Before it went to the
Senate, Missoula attorney Bob Campbell unsuccessfully attempted to
change existing statutes which define cultivation of marijuana as a felony.
Cultivation of marijuana is one of the cloudier issues of the drug act.

Mills’ investigators have now established that the deed,
turning over the papers, was backdated to make it appear
that they were donated before July 25,1969. Thereafter,
tax deductions were no longer allowed for historical
papers.

For example, state law defines possession of a marijuana seed as a
misdemeanor. (Many pet stores sell sterilized marijuana seed as bird food—
normally for Canaries.) Once planted and growing, its cultivator has com
mitted a felony—punishable by one year to life in prison. If the plant is
uprooted, however, and weigh less than 60 grams, it is considered a
misdemeanor.

The investigators have also uncovered that Ralph
Newman, the appraiser, didn’t even select which papers
should be donated until November 1969—four months
after the deadline.

Obviously, the law is foolish.
The committee did amend the cultivation section, but it was reinstated in its
original form.
There are other touchy areas of the law. One area raises the question of
whether or not two people, exchanging a marijuana cigarette, should be con
sidered felons and placed in the same category as pushers. There is no ruling
in the present law. Yet the definition must be made despite the feelings among
some that all who touch the stuff should be in prison.
Present drug legislation was written in an atmosphere when emotionalism
replaced factualism and sophistication was smothered by irrationalism. One
can almost pictures crowded committee hearing where legislators listened to
fear stories of rape and murder by marijuana addicts.
Sen. Frank Hazelbaker, R-Dillon, said recently he prefers a "mandatory death
penalty" for second offense of possession of marijuana. In addition,
Hazelbaker recommends "forty lashes in the town square” for first conviction
of carrying a joint or holding several seeds. Hazelbaker made these
statements while responding to a NORML (National Organization for the
Repeal of Marijuana Laws) questionaire.
Another senator, Fred Carl, R-Missoula, said marijuana “penalties are not
strong enough. I will fight to make them stronger.”
When legislators with this attitude purport to understand drugs, then crank
out warnings, proselytizing the young to beware or fall on ill times, they
multiply the harm.

The use of a backdated deed to gain more than a half
million dollar tax deduction could indicate possible fraud
and tax evasion. The Nixon tax returns, of course, were
signed by the President and the first lady w’ho are legally
responsible for the statements therein.
It’s the possibility of tax fraud that prompted Mills to seek
immunity from prosecution for the President in return for
his resignation.
Foreign Fears: Almost desperately, President Nixon is
stressing his foreign policy skills as the trump card in his
struggle to stay in office. He has told friends fiercely that
no one else is as qualified as he is to play the delicate
balance-of-power game with the two Communist
superpowers. He has reminded them of his diplomatic
achievements in Peking, Moscow and the Middle East.
The White House took pains to inform newsmen that the
President sent Secretary of State Henry Kissinger daily
guidance instructions during the sensitive negotiations
in the Middle East.

EMC faculty says
Behan in conflict

The Faculty Senate at Eastern Mon
Marijuana is available in even the moatmral(areas of Montana. At sqme time, a tana College In Billings has accused
young boy wifi be dared to take his first puff on a joint. Perhaps surprised, he JTom Behan of a conflict of Interests.
finds he has no yearning to commit crime; no tendency to flip out, no passion Behan is the lobbyist for the
for rape. All he has been told about drugs becomes fantasy.
University of Montana and Montana
There are dangerous drugs that do harm people. But why should a young State University. Heisalsoamember
person believe the stories he or she hears about those drugs, anymore than of the Blue Ribbon Commission on
E ducation,
stories they hear about marijuana. There must be factual information used P ost-secondary
when people take about drugs. There must be legal distinctions between organized to take an objective look at
Montana's higher education system.
drugs too. Anything else is counterproductive.

NORML wins marijuana ruling
CPS
The United States Court of Appeals
in Washington, D.C., handed down a
ruling January 15 ordering the Drug
Administration Agency (DEA) to
institute “ rule-making procedures”
to determine if marijuana should be
reclassified within the dangerous
drug schedules, or be removed from
the dangerous substance list.
Marijuana is currently listed on
Schedule One of the dangerous
substances list, thereby classifying it
w ith he roin. The N ational
Organization for the Reform of Mari
juana Laws (NORML) filed the suit
which resulted in the court order.
NORML’s suit developed after the
group petitioned the now-defunct
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous
Drugs, in 1972, to remove marijuana
from Schedule One. Its reasons were
based on studies by the National
Marijuana Commission and the
Department of Health, Education
and Welfare. The narcotics bureau
replied that it was unable to recon
sider the status of marijuana because
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of "treaty obligations,” and NORML
filed suit in federal court.
When the NORML suit was heard,
government lawyers claimed an
international agreement ratified by
the U.S. Senate nine years ago (the
“Single Convention Treaty of 1971")
prohibited the U.S. from reclas
sifying marijuana. The appeals court
ruled that the treaty does not prohibit
a reclassification and ordered the
DEA to accept NORML's petition and
investigate the status of marijuana.

The EMC Retort reported Jan. 18 that
Behan denied having any affiliation
with the smaller schools in the state.
ASEMC President Andy Small and
EMC Faculty Senate President Mumtaz Fargo both wrote letters to Gov.
Tom Judge and received a letter
back from Judge saying Judge did
not share their conclusion that
Behan's jobs conflicted.

NORML attorney Peter Meyers said
there is no indication of when the
DEA will hold the hearings, but in
dicated NORML wanted them
opened as soon as possible.

—HANSENS—
Chocolate Cake Roll—
With Hot Fudge—40$

"If marijuana is totally removed from
the dangerous drug schedules, it
would throw into serious doubt the
penalties for marijuana,” he said.
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by Jack Anderson

But secret diplomatic messages from around the world
indicate that Nixon is hurting, not helping, American
foreign policy. The dispatches from Europe, in particular,
suggest that our European allies have lost confidence in
Nixon and are worried about his ability to commit the
United States. It is clear from the secret messages that
the Western alliance is deteriorating.
In the Middle East, Kissinger encountered guarded but
anxious inquiries about Nixon. The Israelis, who had
counted heavily on Nixon’s support, expressed special
concern that he is losing his power.
Privately, State Department strategists are saying Kis
singer could do this even better under a President Ford
than President Nixon.
An Antitax Year. The Internal Revenue Service is afraid
1974 might be a bad year. Voluntary compliance is the
bedrock of the tax system. Audits are run only on a ran
dom basis. Therefore, the government must depend
upon the honesty of its citizens to collect taxes.
The IRS is afraid that the voluntary system has been
eroded by the events of the past year. First, ex-Vice
President Spiro Agnew was caught cheating on his taxes.
Now President Nixon, himself, is in tax trouble.
The energy crisis has also persuaded some people that
they can get away with cheating on their taxes. For weeks
now, the IRS has been receiving complaints about price
gouging at the gas pumps. Yet only a few stations have
been taken to court. The IRS simply doesn’t have the
manpower to run down all the complaints.
So Americans have seen many stations get away with
charging outrageous prices. The aura of enforcement
once surrounding the IRS has been damaged and our IRS
sources say some people may be encouraged to fudge on
their tax returns.
The revelations of 1973, in other words, might have
serious consequences for the IRS in 1974.
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President Nixon is legally responsible
for the actions of his administration
Crimes; moral, legal and constitutional have been com
mitted by the Nixon administration. The bombing of Cam
bodia was immoral and unconstitutional. The impoundments
of funds were illegal. Judicially unapproved wiretaps are
illegal and always have been. Only President Nixon could
commit these crimes.
Cabinet members, and lower officials have committed
crimes and obstructed justice in an attempt to cover up their
illegal activities. Agencies of Government have been cor
rupted such as the IRS, FBI, CIA, and the Dept, of Justice
which were used as tools for the political interests of the
Nixon administration.
The voice of the people can make itself heard. Congress
has refused to act. What has occurred is largely the result of
public opinion. If impeachment proceedings are carried out
it will happen because the citizens of America demand that
our laws and our constitution be enforced.
The public must stand firm on the need for impeachment.
Representative Shoup will vote for or against impeachment.
His vote can be affected by what you do. Call for impeach
ment so that the present crisis before America can be re
solved. Finally, help the committee to un-elect President
Nixon by sending your contributions to the Student Action
Center.
Paid for by
The committee to un-elect President Nixon
Mark Rhoades, Sec./Treas.

Student Action Center studies legal aid

UM scholarship requirements revised
Under the new policy the number of
scholarships available will b& limited
to 200 and the minimum grade point
average for eligibility will be raised to
3.6. Also for the first time students
will have to submit applications for
scholarships.
In the past any student who main
tained a GPA of 3.5 and earned at
least 45 credits (31 for grades) during
an academic year was offered an
honor scholarship.
The minimum credit load
quirement has not changed.

re

Credits earned during summer ses
sions are not counted for scholarship
eligibility.
The scholarships, in the form of fee
waivers, are worth about $270 each
year, and 363 students are now
receiving them.
The number of honor scholarships
will be cut to 200 so more
scholarships can be awarded on the
basis of need, Don Mullen, financial
aids director at UM said yesterday.
The University is allowed 541 feewaiver scholarships by the Board of
Regents, including athletic, and
honor scholarships and those based
on need. 125 athletic scholarships
have been awarded and in addition to

Business office withholds bill payments
for un-elect attorney general committee
The University of Montana Business
Office has placed a hold on payment
of bills incurred by the Committee to
Research the Un-election of the At
torney General, Calvin Murphy,
business manager, said yesterday.
Murphy said he would hold payment,
pending a ruling on the status of the
committee from Montana Atty. Gen.
Robert Woodahl. The action is
normal procedure for the business
office.
Woodahl ruled in December that the
Committee to Un-elect the President
could not spend funds appropriated
to it by ASUM. He said public monies
could not be used for political
purposes or private groups. Student
monies have been considered public
monies. The committee was con
sidered a private group organized for
political purposes.
Central Board voted Wednesday
night to rescind $115 of the $145 it
funded the Committee to Research
the Un-election of the Attorney
General last week but did approve
payment of the committee’s
advertisement that appeared in
yesterday’s Montana Kaimin.

“ If I had any indication that CB was
going to do that, I would have spent
every goddamn dollar of that $145,”
Anez said.
“CB set a dangerous precedent,”
Anez said. "Any organization on
campus can have their funds res
cinded at any time and has to live
from Wednesday to Wednesday. If I
were another group on campus, I'd
be a little wary of CB.”
A spokesman for the attorney
general’s office said Wednesday the
whole question of student funds be
ing state funds and the implications
of student use were being reviewed
by the staff. No decision on the ques
tions or the committee is expected
until next week.

The goal is to offer an equal number
of honor and need scholarships,
Mullen said.

Two alternatives are being studied,
Wisocki said.

Despite the higher GPA requirement,
grades will be less important than
before in awarding the scholarships,
according to Mullen. The "totality” of
a students academic work, including
extra-curricular activities, will now
be considered.
Mullen, who recommended the
changes to the Scholarship and
Financial Aids Committee, thinks the
changes will make the scholarship
program “more equitable.”

The first alternative is having ah at
torney or a non-attorney legal
specialist counsel students. Another
possibility is a program of legal in
surance with an open panel format.
Wisocki said an open panel format
would allow the participants in the
program to choose the attorneys
who would represent them.
He said tentative work has been done
with a subcommittee of the Montana
Bar Association on plans for legal in
surance. Last July the MBA ap
proved the concept of legal in
surance.

In other action, the committee es
tablished
“minimum
academic
progression standards” for financial
aid eligibility.
This policy sets minimum credit
loads and GPA’s students must
maintain each year to be eligible for
any form of financial aid from the
University.

The legal insurance plan receiving

The only legal insurance programs
operating in the western states are
experimental, Wisocki said, and as a
result, Actuarial data is lacking. Ac
tuarial data is used to calculate In
surance premiums and dividends
and would allow a more precise es
timate of the cost of legal insurance,
he said.
Because of thedifficulty of determin
ing the cost, any program runs the
risk of financial failure, Wisocki said.
He said no definite plans would be
formulated until all figures are
available.
It is estimated that 1,335 pounds of
food are consumed during one year
by each adult in the United States.
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Schedule For Crystal Theatre

At the end of the first year, for exam
ple, a student must have completed
at least 30 credits with a cumulative
GPA of 1.7 to be eligible for aid.
With each succeeding year through
the fourth year 40 additional credits
must be earned and the GPA must go
up by at least a tenth of a per cent
above the first year requirements in1
order that the student maintain
eligibility.
“This will distinguish between the
legitimate student and the profes
sional non-student,” Mullen said.
The standards will “never be used
against a student who is really
working,” Mullen added.

the most study is one in use in New
Mexico. The plan costs $42 per year
and would pay for $100 in legal con
sultation, the first $490 in litagation
and 80 percent of the next $1,000 of
expenses.

Thurs.. Fit, Sat.. Jan 31. Feb 1.2 Tha Fixer Alan Bates is Yakow, a handyman, who is framed up,
accused of rape and of ritual murder of a Christian boy. Imprisoned he refuses to give in and
demands a trial. He becomes a moral hero and his case a symbol of injustice and prejudice.
Adapted from Bernard Malamud's award winning novel. Directed by John Frankenheimer.
COLOR. 1969. Highly recommended.
Sun., Mon., Feb 3,4—Bogart in The Big Sleep Bogart as detective Barlowe is called into a case
of a wealthy family with two pretty daughters, he discovers blackmail, murder, as well as love.
This is the movie where Bogart and Bacall fell in love (really). Great, Great Film. (1946)
Tues., Wed., Feb 5, 6 The Hustler A film with some of the best acting of all time. George C.
Scott establishes himself as one of the finest actors. Paul Newman as Fast Eddie, the pool play
er that must win—and Minnesota Fats portrayed by Jackie Gleason are very believable. Heavy.
(1961)
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Feb 7 .8,9—Chaplin's The Great Dictator Chaplin's tremendous statement on
war and especially dictators. This movie upset lots of people and thereafter Charlie was asked
to leave America, the home of the free. He had much to say In this film and none could say it
quite as well or as funny as Chaplin. A classic.
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Bruce Swenson, ASUM business
manager, said yesterday that he con
sidered the committee a recognized
student organization with CBauthorized funds. He said he plans to
approve payment of the committee’s
bill with the Kaimin when it is sub
mitted to him. Bills approved by
ASUM are then paid through the
business office.
“The committee is going to go on
despite CB's action,” Bob Anez,
committee chairman, said yesterday.
“We are not going to be able to do as
much without the money."

the 363 honor scholarships, 32 for
need.

asum
program council
presents

COMIC OPER^
WALT DISNEY

CB out-maneuvers
un-elect committee
The reaction of Central Board to the
Committee to Research the Un-elec
tion of Central Board proved the
point the committee is trying.to get
across, committee chairman John
Elliott said yesterday.
The committee was formed to do
something “about the lack of
credibility the students feel toward
CB,” he said. "If CB members are
unafraid they’ve committed any
offenses warranting impeachment or
recall, why won’t they hear me?”
Elliott asked.

p e rfo rm e d b y "
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CB evaded the committee’s presen
ta tio n
W ednesday throug h
parliamentary manuevering. The
committee, which planned to request
$123, was scheduled last on the
agenda. Delegate Leroy Berven
made a motion to fund the group $6,
which was ruled a frivolous motion
by Acting Chairman Bruce Swenson.
If the chair is uncontested on ruling a
motion frivolous, the next order of
business is considered. CB quickly
adjourned.
The manuevering “went by so fast I
didn’t have a reaction," Elliott said
and added he did not know if he
would return to CB next week.

UNIVERSITYTHEATER FEBRUARY 1
FRIDAY 8PM TICKETS $3.50 $4.00

TECHNICOLOR® ®
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University honor scholarships will be
harder to get next year after changes
in the program approved last week
by the Scholarship and Financial
Aids committee go into effect.

The possibility of a legal aid program
for University of Montana students is
being studied through the Student
Action Center by Mike Wisocki,
terminal graduate student.

Christiansen questions PSC power
By Steve Shirley
Montana Kafmin Legislative Bureau
Helena
Lt. Gov. Bill Christiansen, the Judge
administration’s "energy czar," said
Wednesday he is not certain how
much authority the Public Service
Commission has over energy
matters. The PSC apparently
believes it has the power to curtail
energy in emergency situations, he
said.
Christiansen is chairman of the
Energy Advisory Council, a group
that researches and recommends
energy policies to the governor.
Christiansen said he would prefer to
see the emergency power in the
hands of the governor, although no
legislation has been introduced that
would do that.
PSC members talked with legislators
this week in hopes of obtaining
enough funds to hire nine more em
ployes. The members were lobbying
for a bill introduced by Rep. John
Driscoll, D-Hamiltion, which would
appropriate $180,000 for additional
PSC employees.
For the first time in many years, the
commissioners rejected last fall a
Montana Power Company rate in
crease request for natural gas.
The PSC also ventured into a new
area when it prohibited the erection
of new electric signs and gas-burn
ing torches. To enforce the order, the
commission has what Chairman Lou
Boedecker calls "indirect en
forcement." The PSC cannot force
new watt-burning signs to be taken
down, he said, but can order a utility
to cut off power to the sign's owner.
Boedecker said the PSC will be
“reassuming some authority” lost
over the years.
"We do not intend to surrender ad
ditional authority and will use the
authority we have in fields the
legislature has given us," he said.
—H&said the commtssiorvwfW become
^nVdfved * tfr .^t'eg'q(ffiriq;.
transportsoTgasand planning for
gas pipelines.

state to file “load shedding and/or
curtailment charts.” The charts show
who the companies believe are
priority users and which users would
be shed or curtailed first “in cases of
emergency power failures or
shortages of energy.”
Bob McTaggart, PSC member, said
"previous commissions believed in
a low profile." Because of it, the ex
ecutive branch was sucking powers
away from the PSC, he said.
As an example he told about Judge’s
trip to Seattle to talk about Pacific
Northwest energy problems while
utility commissioners were meeting
in Boise on the same subject. The
governor, he said, decided he
wanted to help out Montana’s
western neighbors. The governor
had not consulted with the PSC on
his trip, Boedecker said.
"In all honesty they (the executive
branch) don’t know that much about
power grids” and energy-related
matters, McTaggart said. “We have a
staff that understands it, but not
enough funds to do something about
it.”
The freshman commissioner said he
would not object to providing some
power to downsteam states if they
need it. But the other western states,
he said, are not willing to do “their
part.” They continue to encourage
industry to grow and consume
power, he said, yet “they wanted
Montana to go to double daylight
savings time."
"I told them a plain hell no," he said.
He said it is time to conserve energy
in Montana. One way to do it would
be to invert consumption price rates,
he said. Under the present rate struc
tures, the more power an industry
consumes, the cheaper it is.
He said he would not want a com
plete inversion because industry
"has to grow and survive but not at
the detriment of the people of the
state."

McTaggart said he expects the com
mission to hear more requests for
gas rate increases this year. There is
a 60-40 chance it will be petitioned
for higher electricity, he added.
Commissioner Boedecker said he
believes that the power generating
facilities in the state are presently
adequate for the state’s power needs.
A major portion of the new generat
ing plant electricity will go out of
state, Boedecker said, although
some will be used in in-state peak
demand periods. When Montana
Power comes with future rate re
quests the three-member com
mission will have to determine if ex
pansion of generating capacity is
justified in relation to Montana
needs, he said.

Committee okays punchboard bill
Montana Kaimin Legislative Bureau
Helena
The Senate Select Committee on
Gambling voted five to two Wednes
day to recommend the legalization of
punchboards.
Sen. Neil Lynch, D-Butte, motioned
to have punchboards included in HB
507, a measure that includes sports
pools and poker. Lynch told the com

mittee punchboards had the poten
tial to bring the state $5 million
revenue in three years. Punchboards
earned that much when they were
previously legal, he said.

Sen. Bill Lowe, R-Billings, who voted
against the punchboard proposal,
warned that it could jeopardize the
entire gambling package.

U”M MUSIC DEPARTMENT

The third commissioner, Ernest
Steel, said the PSC would not allow
rate increases for capital to build
coal-burning plants if all power goes
out of state.
He said, however, he believes past
requests for utility rate increases
have been warranted.
"I don’t think today’s services can be
bought with yesterday’s prices,” he
said. “ Power and energy is someth
ing we look at from a matter of need,
not from money."

Jazz Workshop ★ Jubileers * Opera Workshop

Steel has consistently voted to ap
prove Montana Power Company rate
increases over past years.

Sat. & Sun. Feb. 2 & 3
STUDENTS $1°o ADULTS $2°°

Steel expressed irritation at the new
activist approach his fellow com
missioners are promoting. Only two
members of the commission, he said,
have been “flexing their muscles."
"I don’t like uncompromised press
releases," he added. McTaggart and
Boedecker have talked to the press
without consulting him, he charged.

U of M Recital Hall

NOW THROUGH TUESDAY
It's a life style.
It's the beauty of love, the joy of freedom.
It's the best-selling book. It's Neil Diamond.
It's a motion picture.

"I don’t think our own thoughts on
committee business should be out
on the street,” he added.

FftflDAY $ 'SATURDAY AT NNDNIGHT ONLY!

Thecommission also has required all
gas and electric companies in the

THROUGH TUESDAY!
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The Hall Bartlett Film
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GANGSTER

Background score - Neil Diamond and Lee Holdrldge Cinematographer- Jack Couffer
Production design - Boris Leven Seagul Photograph' 1970- Russell Munson
Original sound track by Neil Diamond on Columbia Records and Tapes.
Panavisiond Color by Deluxe*
.V *____________
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DILUNGER WARREN
OATES
BEN
MICHELLE
JOHNSON PHILLIPS
-CLORIS LEACHMAN-:
OPEN 7:00 P.M.
"Dillinger" at
7:15 and 9:25

ROXY
543-7341

IS

the ORIGINAL,
UNCUT ( X ) RATED VERSION!
Advance Tickets on
Sale From 10 P.M.
Fri.-Sat. Adm. $1.75

The Beautiful

ROXY
543-7341

OPEN 6:15 P.M.
Shorts at 6:30-8:50
“Seagull" at 7:05-9:25

Showpiece of Montana

WILMA
543-7341

Sat. and Sun.: “Seagull" at 12:05-2:25-4:45-7:05-9:25
Shorts at 1:50-4:10-6:30-8:50

by G arry Trudeau
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The House Judiciary Committee voted unanlmouily yesterday to seek broad
authority to subpeona White House documents and witnesses for its
impeachment inquiry. If approved the resolution would allow the Judiciary
Committee to get complete access to any Information It needs. Approval of
the measure by the full house is expected Tuesday.
A rock slammed through the windshield of a moving tractor-trailer truck near
Allentown Pa. yesterday, killing the driver. The death is attributed to the
independent truckers' strike and police are seeking four truck drivers in
connection with it. Officials elsewhere reported shooting and rock throwing
incidents as independent truckers shut down their rigs to protest high fuel
prices and low hauling rates.
An assistant special Watergate prosecutor says the government has no evi
dence to prove that presidential accuser John Dean lied under oath. The
statement, issued yesterday, was the first from the office of Special
Prosecutor Leon Jawarski directlycontradicting Sen. Hugh Scott, R-Pa., who
says the White House has evidence that Dean lied.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger said the lifting of the Arab oil embargo
"will be recommended by several oil-producing countries” at a meeting in
Tripoli Feb. 14, Kissinger said he is "quite optimistic" that the embargo will be
lifted.

Railroad may withdraw building request
Officials of the Milwaukee Railroad
told Missoula officials they would
consider withdrawing their ap
plication for a permit to construct
two buildings north of campus.

the railroad consider a site west of
the Madison Street Bridge in order to
remove the construction from an
area of planned University expan
sion.

Missoula Mayor Robert Brown said
yesterday the railroad would have a
reply in about a week.

Brown said he explained to the
railroad the city’s concept of
developing a green belt recreational
area along the banks of the Clark
Fork River.

"The railroad was appreciative of the
situation," he said. “They said they
had never come up against a
problem like this before."
The city sent a letter Tuesday detail
ing its objections to the railroad’s
plans to construct an office building
and a tool and motor car house
between Maurice Avenue and Van
Buren Street just west of the
proposed bikeway underpass.
Mayor Brown said he recommended

In a related action, Central Board
voted . Wednesday night to support
the City Council in requesting the
railroad withdraw its application.
Steve Owens, junior in history, told
CB the permit should be withdrawn
until a study is made to discover what
impact the construction would have
on University expansion and park
development.

Plea for DDT use not convincing
The timber industry has failed to put
forth a convincing case for the use of
DDT on the tussock moth, James
Lowe, assoc, professor of forestry,
said yesterday.
Tussock moth infestation has
damaged some douglas fir forests in
Idaho, Washington and Oregon. The
Forest Service and the timber in
dustry are seeking Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) permission
to spray the pesticide on 650,000
acres of douglas fir forests severely
damaged by the moths.
Lowe, in his testimony before the
EPA hearing on the proposal Mon
day in Coeur D’Alene, Idaho, said: “ I
object to spraying DDT on the total
650,000 acres when no significant
loss of timber, over that acreage, has
been demonstrated.’’
The Forest Service’s environmental
impact statement showed two and
two-tenths per cent of the infested
area had been defoliated or killed by
the moth. Badly infested areas rarely
exceed 50 acres, he said.
“ I might accept their argument in
cases w h e re it c o u ld be
demonstrated a kill would occur on
valuable land, such as a state park,’’
Lowe said. “ In that case I might agree
to the use of some insecticide. But
there are alternatives to the use of
DDT. There are other insecticides
that are effective without the
persistence of DDT."
The tussock moth is a native insect of
western fir forests, Lowe said.
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Periodic outbreaks of the moths have
been recorded throughout history.
Its precise role in foresty ecology is
not known, but it is controlled by
natural biological agents. Typically,
tussock moth populations collapse
after three years of growth.
The current outbreak was first
noticed in 1972, Lowe said. A virus
that has traditionally limited the out
breaks should affect the moths this
year.
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Forum discusses need for religion
Every nation to be a nation has to
have something to unite it—in
America, it was religion, Lane
McGaughy, UM assistant professor
of history and religious studies, said
Wednesday at a forum on church
and state at The Ark. Other panel
participants were Chester Murphy,
KYSS radio; Father James Hall,
Poison, and Cynthia Schuster, UM
professor of philosophy. The Rev.
David Van Dyck moderated.
McGaughy said religion was the only
common possession of the American
immigrant population.

Schuster said churches should get
away from the state, and become
lobbies to educate people and alter
the government.
She said all countries go to war con
fident God is on their side. The atom
bomb was blessed by leaders of
different denominations before be
ing dropped on Japan, Schuster
added.
McGaughy concluded the dis
cussion by saying religion’s future
lie s in p re v e n tin g f u t u r e
dehumanization of the world.

According to McGaughy, the state
has taken over many church
functions; America’s is a civil
religion, “ created by a nation that has
drawn its political symbolism largely
from Judeo-Christian tradition."
Murphy presented what he called a
conservative’s point of view. He sees
a loss of individuality and a tendency
to leave church matters to the state.
"Civil religion is political religion,” he
said, and change is needed to return
religion to Christian principles.
According to Hall, “The church is its
people, the state and church will
always be one because they use the
same material.” He said churches
surrendered some of their values to
the state in return for material things,
property and tax exemptions.
Hall said if churches are given the
right to praise the state, they should
have the right to criticize it. Jesus
was put to death as a political
criminal, Hall said, not as a threat to
existing religions.
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Churches and the State: Friends,
Foes or What? was the second of an
eight-part series funded by a grant
from the Montana Committee for the
Humanities.

The radiating surface of the sun is
called the photosphere, and just
above it is the chromosphere. The
chromosphere is visable to the naked
eye only at times of total solar
eclipses, appearing then to be a pin
kish-violet layer.

Montana University year for
ACTION
Combine a year of community service with offcampus academic studies. Living allowance
and stipend provided by ACTION, the federal
agency which sponsors VISTA and PEACE
corps.
Information and applications for one-year
placements with human service agencies start
ing spring quarter, 1974, now available at the
Institute for Social Science Research (ISSR),
724 Eddy (next to Law Building). See Roberta
Manis or Linda Bennett of TSSR for detailed
information, 243-5964.
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Free catsup with each sale
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speakers tape decks tuners amplifiers receivers

Interlocking
diamond
wedding
ensemble sets

For example save $102 on
the SANYO 8-track, 4-channel
stereo recorder
FREE BOTTLE OF KETCHUP
WITH EVERY PURCHASE!
OPEN TODAY 7 AM to 11 PM SATURDAY 9 AM to 6 PM
728-5151—1100 SOUTH AVENUE WEST

Stetson talks about team, league
By Kim Sol
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The University of Montana swim
team begins its Big Sky Conference
season Saturday, when it meets
Weber State at Grizzly Pool at 2 p.m.

dropped as a conference sport. We
really didn’t know what our budget
situation was going to be until last
fall because of the Idaho move, and
this definitely hurt us,’’ he said.

Swimming Coach Fred Stetson is
looking forward to the meet: "The
guys are all working hard. We will
have 12 swimmers and three divers
competing.”

Swimming is at a real disadvantage
in the Big Sky asa sport. Football and
basketball get the maximum
allowable scholarships and the
minor sports get whafs left. This is
generally true of all Big Sky schools,”
he said.

Although Stetson said that no one
knows anything about the Weber
team this year, he felt that with a
permanent new coach, they will be
tough.

"For instance, the conference allows
19 scholarships in swimming. We
receive less than five here at UM,”
Stetson said.

Stetson does not feel as confident
about eight-year champion Mon
tana as in the past.

"People say we’re trying to go big
time. Far from that, we’re down to
less than one-third the allowable aid
in swimming,” Stetson said.

"What really hurt our program was
Idaho’s attempt to get into the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association and out of
the Big Sky," Stetson said.

"Whether academics has a priority
over sports is not the point.
Academics comes first, but if this
University is to compete athletically,
some decent level should be set for
funding," he said.

"As it is now, only four teams
compete in swimming in the
conference, and if Idaho had gone,
only three teams would have been
left and swimming may have been

Stetson said, “According to National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) regulations, Division I

Pros pass over Grizzly gridders
No one on the Grizzly football team
was chosen in the pro draft this week,
but Coach Jack Swarthout thinks
several men may have a good chance
to try out as free agents.
Swarthout said he was not surprised
that no one from his team was
chosen because the pros have very
specific requirements for size and
speed and "most colleges of UM’s
size don’t get the really big players.”
He said that “we have had men
drafted in past years but we didn’t
have anyone with the combination of

size and speed graduating this year."
According to Swarthout the Grizzlies
usually send an average of six men a
year to tryouts as free agents. Jim
Olson, Marc Kouzmanoff, Jim Leid
and Dave Harrington were men
tioned as possibilities this year.
Swarthout said, “Contrary to popular
belief, it is not the objective of
college athletics to act as farm teams
for the pros, and while several men
will go to the try outs many don’t ever
make it.”

SARC delays reorganization talks
The Student Affairs Reorganization
Committee {S&RG) has postponed
discussion of including the Campus
Recreation Department in the
proposed reorganization of student
activities. Dr. Robert Curry,
UM Health Service director and
SARC member said yesterday the
committee would take action once
SARC makes recommendations
concerning campus recreation and
other student services.
“Discussion of Campus Recreation
in any reorganization is premature
until specific proposals can be
made," Dimitri Janetos, director of
Campus recreation said.
Janetos said that his department has
a very effective position in the
University at present, and wants as
surances from the SARC that any
reorganizations will not diminish that
position.
"We report directly to Administrative
Vice President George Mitchell, who
reports to President Pantzer,"
Janetos said. "When Campus
Recreation was formed two years
ago, it was done with the intention of
giving the program autonomy. It was
taken out of the Department of
Health, Physical Education and

Recreation so that it would have an
b^iiSrtunJlylftSiiVeitHi'a^d expand
on its own. This we have proven con
vincingly—the ability to grow and ex
pand when given the opportunity to
do so—meaning autonomy,” he said.
"We feel that the best route of com
munication for a program our size is
to report directly to a vice president
and then president,” Janetos said,
"In consideration of the past efforts
by many students and faculty to
place this program where it is, I
would hope, and assume, that if
SARC did clarify the proposals and
did request Campus Recreation to
reorganize within the proposed
structure, that they would support
the advantageous reporting system
we now have."
“ I feel strongly that much of our
success this year is due to the
organizational set-up of the past,” he
said, “An awful lot of work has been
put into developing this program and
allowing it to grow and that is what
the present organizational strucutre
has allowed us to do-”
“Campus Recreation complements
academia providing the balance
necessary for the articulation, selffulfillment, and self-realization of the
student,” Janetos said.

Singer Don Crawford to appear again
Don Crawford, who began perform
ing on the coffee-house circuit in
Greenwich Village 15 years ago, will
perform in the UC Lounge Feb. 12-14
at 8 p.m.
"If people only go to one coffee
house this year, I would recommend
this one,” Bob Speare of the Program
Council said.
Crawford will remain in Missoula to
appear in the opening show for the
Anne Murray concert Feb. 15.

"He’s a fantastic performer," Speare
said.
“This will be our top coffee-house of
the quarter,” he said.

SNACKS

Jim’s Used Cars
1700 Stephens
543-8269

"Football is Division II and this is ac
tually where all sports in the
conference belong. The trouble is,
one or two sports have visions of
grandeur in making the NCAA
playoffs, namely basketball and foot
ball, he said.

"We’re looking for two wins this
weekend to keep us in the Big Sky
race,” University of Montana Basket
ball Coach Jud Heathcote said
yesterday.
Montana plays Idaho tonight and
Gonzaga tomorrow night in the
Harry Adams Field house.
"On the road we defeated Idaho in
overtime and narrowly lost to
Gonzaga in another overtime
situation," Heathcote said. "The
teams are evenly matched. They are
both tough clubs but we hope the
games won’t be that close.”

"They way it's set up now, all sports
but football are right up there
competing with the USC’s and
UCLA’s," Stetson said.

Although Idaho is ranked second to
last in Big Sky standings with a 1-4
record, they are paced by
sophomore guard Steve Weist, who
is tied with Montana’s Ken McKenzie
for lead in league scoring.

"For the Big Sky programs, that’s a
joke and a half,” he said.

The Grizzlies have defeated Idaho
six times in the last three years, the
last coming three weeks ago in a 73-

68 overtime win in Moscow, Idaho.
Gonzaga’s Bulldogs are second in
Conference standings. Bulldog
center Stewart Morrill has been trad
ing the top rebounding honor with
McKenzie all season. The Spokane
school defeated UM three weeks ago
in overtime play 69-68.
Heathcote said he will be playing his
usual starters, with Tim Stambaugh
in for Larry Smedley who is still
recovering from a shoulder
separation received in the game with
Montana State last week. Rapidlyimproving forward Tim Blaine and
guard Kevin Rocheleau will be see
ing early action.
Although Heathcote hopes for two
wins, to keep the Grizzlies in
conference competition, he said
"Unless Idaho state, the Conference
leader, starts losing soon, we’re go
ing to be looking up no matter what
we do.”

Selvig overcomes knee injury to have good year
By Kim Sol
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Montana’s Robin Selvig, after an
outstanding sophomore year
followed by a frustrating, injuryplagued junioryear, rebounded back
this season, being named Big Sky
Player of the Week.
The 6’-2” senior from Outlook, Mon
tana, won honorable mention all
league honors as a sophomore, but
early in preseason drills of his junior
year, he twisted his right knee, re
quiring surgery two weeks before the
season started. Although he was
back in lineup by Jan. 1, “the knee
wasn’t healing like we expected and
he also over-extended it a bit in one
of the games,” UM Athletic Trainer
Naseby Rhinehart said.
Selvig was not confident that his
knee was going to heal sufficiently to
allow him to play as he did his
jsephortroce ' year: 1?|uwas Worried

when I started playing again and the
knee got worse.” Although the knee
did finally heal, it acted up again
early this season and Selvig became
"really worried. But it’s feeling pretty
good now,” he said.
"Bo (Selvig’s nickname) can’t do
some things the way he used to and
he has had to adjust his play to this
fact," Coach Jud Heathcote said. “ Hp
3306 BROOKS

has spent much of this year battling
old habits.”
Apparently Selvig has overcome all
of his old habits except playing fine
basketball. Last week against Mon
tana State University, Selvig made
nine of ten field goal attempts, eight
of ten free throws, and “played his
best game of the season,” according
to Heathcote.
728-5650

1st Anniversary Special
Thursday, Feb. 7 Only!
Large Pepperoni (reg. $3.75) $2.50
Small Pepperoni (reg. $1.85) $1.50
(or free delivery at regular prices!)

Robin Selvig

Wrestlers travel
The UM wrestling team travels to
Idaho and Washington this weekend
to compete in five matches with outof-state schools.
Friday the team meets North Idaho
College and Big Bend Community
College in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho.
"North Idaho will be tough,” said
Coach Jerry Downey. “They will be
our toughest competition this year
outside of the Big Sky Conference.”

Hot Dam Sam say
there'll be half-priced
Pabst an' a pizza eatin’
contest between th’
high-school an’ university
coaches, judged by
hizzoner th’ mayor an’
th’ chief o' police. Contests
prizes an’ fun! Free glass
with Pepsi
WE DELIVER
NOON TO MIDNIGHT

Break Out of Your Shell!
Bowling
Ping-pong
Foos-ball
Billiards

Saturday the Montana team will be in
Spokane to participate in a four-way
meet with Gonzaga University,
Whitworth College and Simon Fraser
University.
Downey expects the team to do well
in Spokane. Sophomore John Bux
ton will return to the lineup after
recuperating from an injury. Buxton
is the defending Big Sky champion in
the 190 pound class.

WORDENS

JERKY
SPICED MEAT

CASH FOR CARS!

schools must compete in eight
sports. We will have to wait and see if
the Big Sky presidents will support
viable programs in all eight, or if they
will allow football and basketball to
be funded fully with tokenism in the
remaining six in order to satisfy the
eight sport rule, therebye allowing
basketball to compete in Division I."

Griz play Idaho, Gonzaga

SAUSAGE
BLOCK CHEESE

Higgins A Spruce
OPEN 8 AM to 12 PM
Ice Cold Kegs
All Sizes

^ 7
UC RECREATION CENTER

Fire department has rash of false alarms
If errors are made In advertisement, Immediate notice must be given the Montana
Kaimin since It is responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
First insertion (5 words per line)...... ,......................................................... 30$
Consecutive insertions............................................................................... 20$
1. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND ads are placed FREE in the
M ontana Kaimin.______________53-3f
FOUND: medium-sized mixed breed
dog. Light brow n long hair. 728-2866
-__________ 54-2f
FOUND: fem ale golden retriever or
part. H aver tag No. 119 728-6408
_____________________________ 54-2f
FOUND: Black leather gloves with
gray & brow n fu r inside. Claim at
K aim in Office.________________ 54-2f
FOUND: Single key, possibly house
key. Claim a t Kaimin Office. 54-4f
FOUND: Psychology of Life Book for
W alberg’s class. Found at th e te r
m inal room in Computer Center.
Claim there.
52-4f

THESIS and general typing, will pickup and deliver. 273-2795~______50-8p
ACCURATE, professional typing 7284860. ___________ _____________ 50-8p
RUSH TYPING: LYNN 549-8074 40-tfn

11. FOR SALE
SKIIS One pr. Rosslgnol S trato’s m int
condition $45. Cheap 243-2659 85-4p
SACRIFICE Head 720’s 207cm excellent
condition *40 200 Woodford No. 2
55-2p
WIZARD’S DREAM — 921 W. Broad
way. Tapestries, lncence — low prices.
Pipes, papers, poems, antiques & p ot
tery. A rt work sold on consignment.
Open daily til 8:30 p.m. Will buy
deer/elk antlers.
54-2p
SKI BOOTS WOMEN — 6, MEN 10Mi.
Make offer. 728-2540._________ 54-2p
2. PERSONALS
FOUR J . B. Lansing 15 in. D-140 speak
53-3f
ALL ads m ust be prepaid.
ers in tw o cabinets $150 p e r cabinet.
Fender Bass $150 549-1924.
53-7p
FREDDY'S is having a cloth bound book
SALE: ALL hardback books are 25?
sale — 25% off (except for texts),
off. F reddy’s Feed & Read. 1 block
arts, crafts, outdoors. 1974 calendars
from A rthur off University. 1221
on sale, too. 1221- HELEN
5S-1B
Helen Ave. 728-9964.
53-3B
AT CRYSTAL THEATRE Sun., Mon.,
BOGART THE BIG SLEEP
85-1B
FOR SALE: One pair fiberglass skis,
one pair size 8 ski boots. Call 243NEANDERTHAL MAN seeks relation
4540.
53-3p
ship w ith Cro-Magnon woman. Ob
je ct genetic foreplay. G runt for Rick
1948 SILVER plated C. G. Conn alto
258-6109_______________________ 55-lp
sax. P erfect cond. $268.53. 728-7461.
GRIZZLIES ARE ON THE MOVE.
52-4p
54- 2B
CAMERA brand new 35mm TTL w ith
Tonight at CRYSTAL THEATRE, THE
lens and case. 728-3381.
52-4p
FIXER shows a t 7, 9.
54-2B
PANASONIC STEREO CASSETTE with
PREGNANCY REFERRAL SERVICE
tapes. Call 549-8283, Eves.______52-4f
243-6171. 4:30-6:30 M -F except holldayi.___________
12-96B
HOFFMAN color TV 23” 728-1319 48-10p
IF YOU HAVE item s stored in the base
m ent ski lockers of M iller H all please
12. AUTOMOTIVE
see th e Head Resident soon to claim
them . Otherwise they w ill be disFOR SALE 1962 FORD Econoline van
posed of,_____________________ 53-4B
good condition, m ust sell. Call 7286981 after 5 p.m._____________ 54-4p
NURSE P atty C. can shake h er shoul
ders, but can she really do the dance
1971 SUBARU 17,000 mi. 30 MPG. Must
of th e seven veils? .
52-4p
sell 510 Hastings 542-2578
53-3p
JUGGLING for beginners 728-7461.
69 VW, gas heater 50,000 mi. 728-1638
Clown your way into spiritual en
________________________________53-3B
lightenm ent. W here’s your sense of
1971 TOYOTA M ark II Corona sedan.
hum or?
52-4p
4-door. Very good cond. 4 speed. Lots
MEN I — WOMEN! Jobs on ships! No
of room. Good gas mileage. Runs ex 
experience required. Excellent pay.
cellent. Call 243-6541 days. Janie or
W orldwide travel. P erfect sum m er
see at 319 E. Pine, No. 3 after 5 or
job or career. Send $3.00 for infor
call 549-9784.
48-tfn
m ation. SEAFAX, Dept. FF-4 P.O.
Box 2049, P o rt Angeles, Washington
14. MOTORCYCLES
98362_________________________ 51-7p
TROUBLED? LONELY? “W alk-In’’ for
1973 CL-350 Honda perfect shape 510
private, completely confidential lis
Hastings 542-2578
53-3p
tening a t th e Student H ealth Service,
southeast entrance, Sunday through
15. WANTED TO BUY
Thursday 8:00 p.m. till m idnight and
Friday and Saturday 4:00 p.m. til
WANTED: used microphones, reason6:00 a.m.____________________ 51-10B
able. Call Paul 243-2617.
54-2p
WOMEN'S PLACE. Counseling, Health
RODENT LITTERS 549-8425
54-2p
Ed: abortion, birth control, rape, cri
sis, support counseling. M-F 7-10 p.m.
BOB DYLAN Anyone w ith tickets for
549-1123.________________
46-61p
sale call Domenic. 543-4885.
49-llp
GRIZ WILL PIVOT, PASS AND TEAR
16. WANTED TO RENT
ass Friday and Saturday.
54-2B
4. HELP WANTED
WANTED: W ork-Study students to
work as receptionist in th e Student
H ealth Service. Must be able to work
daily and Saturday. Apply a t Student
H ealth Service during clinic hours.
_______________________________ S4-2B
TYPIST w ith 70 wpm. accurate typing
and sound knowledge of English. P er
m anent position. Gateway Printing
728-4810.
52-4B
7. SERVICES
ALL DAY child care, opening for 1
child aged 3-5, 2 blocks from campus,
728-3736.________
53-3p
GARAGE SPACE for rent! W inter
storage. Keep your cycle out of the
w eather. N ext to Craig Hall. Call
_____________ 5i-5f
549-8283 eves.
DANCE CLASSES—Elenita Brown In
ternationally trained m odern - B allet C haracter - Spanish - African - Jazz.
728-1683 or 1-777-5956.
40-33p
8. TYPING

TRADE HOUSES: Minneapolis, Minn.
3 br., study, furn., n ear unlv., th ea
ters, lakes. Faculty couple w ith small
child seeks sim ilar qtrs. in Missoula
area for summer. L. Durham, 1240
W ashburn Ave., No., Mpls. 55411,
612-529-8166
54-4p
18.

ROOMMATES NEEDED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED, prefer
a serious student Ph. 543-3308 54-2p
WORKING GIRL at U of M w ants girl
to share expenses in two bedroom
trailer. In tow n 243-2311 ext. 28 or
549-5429.
53-3p
MALE TO SHARE w ith same two bed
room -hom e in O rchard homes area.
Non-sm oker and responsible. Call 7282089 eves.
50-9p
19.

PETS

SIBERIAN HUSKIES AKC registered
champion line 7 wks. 728-7244 after
5:00
53-3p
ST. BERNARD pups, females. $75. 10
weeks. Call 728-2643 or 728-6760 after
6:00
52-4p

E£ ? ERIENCED typing and editing—
Theses, dissertations, papers. Mrs. Don
20. MISCELLANEOUS
Berg, 112 Agnes, 543-5286.
47-26p
PANASONIC 4-channel stereo system
EXPERT TYPING of university papers
w ith headphones, bought $300 new,
Call 543-7568 2405 39th St.
53-18p
sell $200. Best offer. Must be sold, as
FAST ACCURATE TYPING 549-3846
I am leaving the area. 549-4393 after
55- 21p 4
55-2p

KUFM schedule
Friday, Feb. 1:
6:30 a.m.—Music at Dawn
9:00 a.m.—Mosaics
1:00 p.m.—Music and Musicians of Canada
1:30 p.m.—Keyboard Masters
3:30 p.m.—France and the Music of the West
4:30 p.m.—The Pea-Green Boat
5:00 p.m.—Music
5:30 p.m.—Grizzly Basketball
9:15 p.m.—Music of the Masters
11:15 p.m.—Dimensions in Jazz
2 .0 0 a.m.—Sign-off

It costs the tax payers of Missoula
between $100 and $150 in manpower
and equipment each time the Mis
soula Fire Department responds to a
call, according to Merideth Fite, fire
marshall.
False Alarms cost everyone money,
and there were more false alarms in
the city of Missoula in 1973 than in
previous years, Fite said.
The Fire Department made an
unusually large number of calls to
the University of Montana during the
month of January and most of these
were false alarms, he said.
The Department responded to a false
alarm in Duniway Hall Jan. 4. A cook
ing pot boiled dry on a stove in the
Liberal Arts building Jan. 14 and the
Department was called. Jan. 17 the
Department responded to an alarm
in the new Library. No fire was dis
covered. There was a smoke scare
Jan. 18 in the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
House, 1120 Gerald. Jan. 19 the
Department responded to a false
alarm in Aber Hall. Excess steam set
off a heat detection alarm Jan. 25 in
the Delta Gamma House, 519
University. Jan. 26 the Department
responded to two false alarms, one
from Aber and one from Duniway
Hall. The alarms were turned in
within 15 minutes of each other.

calls in the University area with three
units, Fite added, an engine and
ladder truck from the central station
and an engine from the Southside
station.
The Fire Department and the
University security police investigate
all alarms, Fite said, but it is hard to
determine who the culprit is because
most alarms are turned in at night
and witnesses are reluctant to speak
up.

Fite said campus buildings do not
have direct alarm connections with
the central station. Alarms must be
called in to the Department either
through the University switchboard
or from the building‘itself.
Most fraternity and sorority houses
have taken it upon themselves to
install alarm systems which are
directly connected to the downtown
station he added.

Old library remodeling date set
Redevelopment construction on the
old library building will not begin un
til September.
Physical Plant spokesman Wallace
Roberts said the assembled re
quirements for facilities were finally
computed last week and have been
sent to a consultant, Brinkman and
Lennon, in Kalispell. Roberts said it
will be at least another four months
before a final drawing for the new
building is agreed Upon.

• Three 100 seat classrooms.
• Three 200 seat classrooms.
• One classroom with more than 200
seats.
• 1 5 0 faculty offices and associated
secretary and conference rooms.
• The Departments for Instructional
Materials Service, Graphic Art
Services, Information Services and
Printing Services.

The Fire Department responds to all

• One 50 seat classroom.

Roberts said the building Is in good
condition but appropriating space
will be complicated. One of the main
problems is dealing with the addition
that was built onto the library for
storage space and was later
converted into study rooms. Also, he
said, electrical and mechanical
facilities are insufficient and out-ofdate.

• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
will meet at 7:15 tonight at 532
University Ave. Everyone is
welcome.

of pre-marital sex as portrayed in the
film will be discussed.

the Environmental Seminar Series
today at noon in NS 307.

• The Narnia Coffeehouse, behind
the Ark at 538 University Ave., will be
open today and tomorrow from 8:30
p.m. to 1 a.m. Music will be provided
by Gary MacFadden Friday and by
Julie Bryson Saturday. Admission is
free.
• The film "Roommates on a Rainy
Day" will be shown Sunday at 6 p.m.
at the Ark, 538 University Ave.,
following a 50 cent supper at 5:30
p.m. After the film, the implications

(S ib # o lk s > $ o i n e

The University was appropriated
$1.5 million for the redevelopment
and once begun, the construction
should take the better part of a year
to complete.
Included in the new building will be:

• International folk dancing will be
held tonight from 7:30 to 11 in the UM
golf course clubhouse. A 50 cent
donation will be requested. Call
Andy Toplarski, 243-4985, between
5:30 and 6:30 p.m. if you need a ride.
• Applications for the winter search,
Feb. 8 through 10, are due today. Ap
plications should be given to the art
department secretary.
• Art Kussmen of the
State
Department of Health will speak
about "Montana’s Solid Waste:
Problems and Prospects” as part of

• Recruiters for the Burlington
Northern Railroad will be on campus
Tuesday to talk with business ad
ministration, computer science, and
math majors.
• Navy recruiters will be on campus
next week. Information is available at
the Career Planning and Placement
Services, Main Hall 8.
• Female volunteers are needed to
serve as “Big Sisters” to young girls.
Volunteers must have cars and be
willing to commit themselves for up
to two years. Call Betty Cantrell, 5491041, before noon or after 4 p.m.

SOUNDER:
A black family, The Deep South,
The Great Depression, America

Remember
We Also Fix
BMW
Repairs on all Foreign
& Domestic Autos
(Across Street From
Black Angus)
Derry C. Boehm
1151 W. Broadway
549-6801

STO R E-W ID E
CLEARANCE
SAVINGS FROM 20%-50%
>THE

Reg Hours 9:30-5:30
Frl till 9:00

Saturday, Feb. 2
10:00 a.m.—Wendy and the Wizard
12.00 Noon—The Metropolitan Opera—Les Contes
D'Hoffmann by Offenbach
3:30 p.m.—Music from Germany
4:00 p.m.—Saturday Concert Hall
7:15 p.m.—The Folk Show
8:00 p.m.—Live Radio—Bill Murray and Doug Wilbur
200 a.m.—Sign-off

SPRING M ERCHANDISE NOW ARRIVING!

T C R A IG D U N S T A N , P H O T O G R A P H E R

Sunday, Feb. 3
12:00 Noon—Sunday's Music
3:00 p.m.—Walt Rostow: Truman and Asia
4:00 p.m.—Live Radio—Bill Marcus
8:00 p.m.—Drama From Canada: The Last Summer
of Childhood
9:00 p.m.—Themes and Things
10:00 p.m.—Missoula's Music and Musicians
12:00 a.m.-Sign-off

In 1900,34 per cent of the population
of Alabama was illiterate.

A FIRST LOOK
C E N T E R G A L L E R Y FEB 4-15 11-3 PM

Feb. 3 & 4
U.C. Ballroom

8 p.m.
Admission 504

Concessions will be served

